
TYPICAL PROPERTIES

- Appearance/Odor:
Clear/Colorless Liquid, Herbal
Scent
- pH: 6.5-7.5
- Weight per gallon: 9.1 - 9.2
lbs/gal

SHIPPING

CarpetGeneral® Encapsulation
Cleaner 5821 is shipped in 1
gallon plastic jugs, 5 gallon
plastic pails, or 55 gallon closed
head plastic drums.

CarpetGeneral®
Encapsulation Cleaner 5821

Encapsulating Carpet Cleaner

Description

CarpetGeneral Encapsulation Cleaner 5821 is a special formula designed
to break the bond between dirt, grease, grime, and carpet fibers. Our
solution then holds onto the dirt and soil and allows it be vacuumed
away. Encapsulation cleaning leaves no sticky residue and provides a
deep clean. The majority of soil is removable by conventional dry
vacuuming but oily or sticky soil can leave the carpet dull and
unattractive. Encapsulation cleaning traps soil held in the carpet so
stains and dirt may finally be extracted and new soil can’t attach itself to
carpet.

Recommended Application

1  Always pretest an area to be cleaned
to insure compatibility with the
cleaner.

2  Pre-vacuum carpet to remove any dry
soils.

3  Dilute 4 oz of CarpetGeneral®
Encapsulating Cleaner 5821 per gallon
of water.
Spray on to carpet using a pump-up sprayer.
Allow 10-15 minutes dwell time. In heavily
soiled areas pre-spray detergent can mixed at 6
oz. per gallon.

4  Work encapsulant into carpet,
using a cylindrical brush machine, rotary brush
machine, bonnet cleaner, or encapsulation. You
simply want to whiten the surface of the carpet;
a heavy foam is not desirable.

5  Allow carpet to dry.
No rinsing is required. Rinsing actually defeats
the purpose of the encapsulation technology.
Encourage customer to vacuum on a regular
basis to remove encapsulated debris.

Benefits

- Safe on wool, upholstery and stain resistant carpet
- Improves carpet appearance
- Faster cleaning and drying times
- Can eliminate the need for re-shampooing

Health & Safety

Please refer to SDS for complete health and safety information.



Storage

KEEP FROM FREEZING! Store in a dry location at room temperature.
Keep container closed and maintain all original markings and labels.
Shelf life is 1 year from date of manufacture.
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